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Summary

Haemorrhagic disease of Chinese giant salamanders (Andrias davidianus) (CGSs) is an emerging condition
caused by an iridovirus of the genus Ranavirus within the family Iridoviridae. Several studies have described
different biological properties of the virus, but some aspects of its replication cycle, including ultrastructural
alterations, remain unknown. The aim of the present study was to describe the morphogenesis of Chinese giant
salamander iridovirus (GSIV) in an epithelioma papulosum cyprinid (EPC) cell line at the ultrastructural
level. Cells were infected with GSIV at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 10 and examined at 1, 2, 4, 6,
12, 24, 48, 72, 84 and 96 h post infection. GSIV entered EPC cells by endocytosis or fusion after adsorption
to the cell membrane. Following uncoating, the viral cores translocated to the nucleus and the virus began
to replicate. Different stages of virus self-assembly were observed in the slightly electron-lucent viromatrix
near the cell nucleus. In the late phase of virus infection, most nucleocapsids were mature and formed a typical
icosahedral shape and aggregated in pseudocrystalline array at the viromatrix or were budding at the plasma
membrane. Virus infection was readily detected by electron microscopy before cytopathic effect appeared in
cell culture. The EPC cell line represents a suitable in-vitro model for study of GSIV morphogenesis and char-
acterization of the GSIV replication cycle.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

The Chinese giant salamander (Andrias davidianus)
(CGS), of the family Cryptobranchidae, is the largest
extant amphibian species in the world. The CGS pop-
ulation has been declining in number over the past 50
years. The CGS is classified as a critically endangered
species by the International Union for Conservation
of Nature and Natural Resources and is categorized
within class II of the national protected animals in
China (Wang et al., 2004). The losses of the CGS
are results of habitat loss or fragmentation, competi-
tion with introduced fish or frogs, harmful effects of
pesticides or pollution and infections. Environmental
stress can reduce immune defence and make CGSs
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more susceptible to microbial infections (Chinchar,
2002; Wang et al., 2004). In the past 30 years,
artificial breeding and farming has been used to
protect the CSG in China. Approximately 2 million
CGSs are bred in China each year; however,
artificial breeding and farming has resulted in the
occurrence of many diseases affecting these animals.
Recently, a pathogenic virus, the Chinese giant
salamander iridovirus (GSIV), has been isolated
from CGSs with severe subcutaneous haemorrhage,
swelling and ulceration of the limbs, in addition to
anaemia, ascites and visceral haemorrhage (Geng
et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2012).

Many iridoviruses are associated with serious sys-
temic diseases in amphibians (Essani and Granoff,
1989; Alves de Matos and Paperna, 1993;
Cunningham et al., 1993; Hengstberger et al., 1993;
� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Drury et al., 1995; Zupanovic et al., 1998; Zhang et al.,
2001; Geng et al., 2010) and fish (Hedrick et al., 1992;
Hedrick and McDowell, 1995; Ahne et al., 1997;
Granzow et al., 1997; Watson et al., 1998). The
GSIV is a newly identified virus belonging to the
family Iridoviridae based on its morphology and
DNA genome (Geng et al., 2010). The identification
of a new iridovirus isolated from the CGS necessitates
further investigation in order to understand the epizo-
otiology of the disease caused by the virus. Previous
studies have shown that GSIV is a double-stranded
DNAvirus with icosahedral symmetry and a diameter
of approximately 140 nm. Studies of the ultrastructure
and morphogenesis of viruses are requisite for under-
standing mechanisms of viral infection, the pathogen-
esis of disease and the development of new vaccines
and antiviral treatments. However, there is little
known about the morphogenesis of GSIV. The aim of
the present study was to investigate the morphogenesis
of GSIV in an epithelioma papulosum cyprinid (EPC)
cell line, which is known to be susceptible to infection
with GSIV (Jiang et al., 2011; Gao et al., 2012).
12
Materials and Methods

Cells and Virus

The EPC cell line (Fijan et al., 1983) was obtained
from the China Center for Type Culture Collection
(CCTCC), Wuhan University. EPC cells were
grown in 25 cm2 cell culture flasks at 25�C in Eagle’s
minimal essential medium (EMEM; Sigma, St Louis,
Missouri, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum.

The GSIVwas isolated in the EPC cell line from an
infected CGS in 2010 (Gao et al., 2012; Zhou et al.,
2012). The viral titre was determined by the
standard 50% tissue culture infective dose (TCID50)
method (Reed and Muench, 1938).
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Fig. 1. Growth curve of GSIV in EPC cells.
Growth Curve

A confluent monolayer of EPC cells was infected with
GSIV at amultiplicity of infection (MOI) of 10, while
the control cells were inoculated with EMEM. The
cells were incubated for 1 h at 25�C for adsorption,
then supernatants were decanted and 5 ml of mainte-
nance medium with 2% fetal bovine serum was
added. Three virus-infected flasks were harvested at
1, 2, 4, 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, 84 and 96 h post inoculation
(hpi). All harvested samples were frozen-thawed
twice, centrifuged and diluted from 10�1 to 10�9 in
EMEM for TCID50/ml determination. Viral titration
was performed in EPC cells with six repetitions per
dilution. Viral titres were calculated as described by
Reed and Muench (1938).
Please cite this article in press as: Ma J, et al., Ultrastructural Morphogenes
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Electron Microscopy

The collected cells were fixed with 2% glutaralde-
hyde, post-fixed in osmium tetroxide, dehydrated
and embedded (Braunwald et al., 1985). Ultrathin
sections were cut with amicrotome (UC7, Leica, Ger-
many) and stained with uranyl acetate and lead cit-
rate, then examined with a Hitachi H-7650
transmission electron microscope.

Results

Growth Curve of GSIV in EPC Cells

Following infection, a log phase increase in virus pro-
duction was followed by an eclipse period of about
6 h. Virus production peaked between 48 and
72 hpi (Fig. 1). The GSIV one-step growth is similar
to viruses replicating in vitro (Furukawa et al., 1973).

Morphogenesis of GSIV

Morphogenesis of GSIV in EPC cells showed four
steps: entry of virus into EPC cells, replication of viral
components in the nucleus, aggregation and assembly
of virus in the cytoplasm and budding release of virus.
These steps in the GSIV replication process were
sequential.

Entry of GSIV into EPC Cells. At 1 hpi, the GSIV
entered EPC cells by endocytosis or fusion after
adsorption to the cell membrane. Electron micro-
graphs of EPC cells infected with GSIV and fixed
immediately after 1 h showed the enveloped, naked
virions and the empty capsid without viral nucleoid
adsorbed to the cell membrane or close to coated
pits (Figs. 2aec). Fusion between the viral envelope
and the cell membrane was first noted at 1 hpi
is of an Amphibian Iridovirus Isolated from Chinese Giant Salamander
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Fig. 2. Entry of GSIV into EPC cells at 1 hpi. (a) The empty capsid without viral nucleoid adsorbed to a cell membrane (arrow). Bar,
500 nm. (b) Enveloped virions (arrowhead) and the naked virions (arrow) adsorbed to a cell membrane. Bar, 500 nm. (c)
Some enveloped virions enter EPC cells by endocytosis. Bar, 200 nm. (d) Fusion between the viral capsid and the cell membrane.
Bar, 500 nm.
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(Fig. 2d). Later, GSIV virions were found deeper in-
side the cell.

Replication of Viral Components in the Nucleus.
Following uncoating, viral cores were released and
transported to the host cell nucleus (Fig. 3a),
following which viral components were synthesized
in the nucleus.

Assembly of Viral Components in the Cytoplasm. The as-
sembly of viral components in the cytoplasm began
with the transport of newly-synthesized viral DNA
into the cytoplasm. During the course of virus repli-
cation, the different stages of virus self-assembly were
observed in the cytoplasm (Figs. 3aed). A slightly
electron-lucent viromatrix (morphologically distinct
viral assembly site) near the cell nucleus was de-
tected in the virus-infected cells (Figs. 3aed). Ultra-
structural observation showed that GSIV assembled
in the viromatrix, which contained large numbers of
virus particles in different stages of assembly
including partially formed capsids, empty capsids,
capsids with partial core and fully mature nucleo-
capsids (Fig. 3b). Swollen and empty mitochondria
Please cite this article in press as: Ma J, et al., Ultrastructural Morphogenes
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was detected around the viromatrix (Fig. 3d)
Increased numbers of virions with a dense nucleoid
were found scattered throughout the cytoplasm of
infected cells after 6 hpi.

Aggregation and Budding Release of GSIV. In the late
phase of virus infection (12e24 hpi), most nucleocap-
sids were formed and clustered in pseudocrystalline
arrays in the viromatrix or were budding at the
plasma membrane (Fig. 4a). Intracellular particles
were wrapped by cellular membrane or tubules and
also budded through the plasma membrane
(Fig. 4d). The presence of two or three crystalline ag-
gregates of viruses was common (Fig. 4b).

Cell Damage. In the later stage of infection
(24e48 hpi), most virions remained within the cell
(Fig. 5a) and were only released following lysis of in-
fected cells. The cell damage appeared as vacuola-
tion, swollen and empty mitochondria and
karyolysis. Some infected cells were completely lyzed
(Figs. 5b, c). Aggregates of virus particles and cell
debris were observed between 24 and 48 hpi
(Fig. 5d).
is of an Amphibian Iridovirus Isolated from Chinese Giant Salamander
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Fig. 3. Assembly of viral components in the infected cells. (a) Viral cores (arrowhead) were released and transported to the host cell nu-
cleus. Empty capsids (arrowed); Nu, Nucleus; Vm, Viromatrix. Bar, 500 nm. (b) Different stages of virus self-assembly in the cyto-
plasm, including partially formed capsids, empty capsids, capsids with partial core and the fully mature nucleocapsids (arrows).
Bar, 500 nm. (c) The viromatrix near the cell nucleus. Bar, 1 mm. (d) Swollen and empty mitochondria (Mi; arrow). Bar, 500 nm.
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Discussion

Understanding cellular entry and morphological as-
sembly of virions is important for studying hostevirus
interactions and developing possible therapeutic stra-
tegies against virus infection (Perera et al., 2008;
Rodr�ıguez-Cari~no et al., 2011). To this end, the
interactions between cells and GSIV were examined
in an infected fish cell line. A growth curve was
produced to examine GSIV propagation in EPC
cells to establish the best time to sample the cells for
the morphogenesis study. The highest viral titre was
at 48 hpi after an eclipse period of about 6 h. A full
cytopathic effect was observed in the cell cultures at
2e3 days post infection.

Different stages of GSIV infection, including adsorp-
tion, assembly, maturation and budding, were
observed in the ultrathin sections of infected cells. After
1 h of adsorption, all of the viral particles, enveloped or
naked, had entered the cell. Therefore, with this virus,
Please cite this article in press as: Ma J, et al., Ultrastructural Morphogenes
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the presence of an envelope is not a critical requirement
for virus infection. This observation helps explain why
the titre ofGSIVwasnot affectedby freezeethaw treat-
ment (Gao et al., 2012). The viral envelope is derived in
most cases from the cytoplasmicmembrane. Enveloped
GSIV appears to be internalized via coated pits and
then to move through coated vesicles. These morpho-
logical results suggest that enveloped GSIV is taken
up by amechanism related to receptor-mediated endo-
cytosis, which occurs via clathrin-coated pits and vesi-
cles (Goldstein et al., 1979; Braunwald et al., 1985).
The most frequently observed interaction between
naked GSIV and the plasma membrane was fusion,
which leads to the incorporation of the virus capsid
into the cell membrane. This ability of virus to fuse
with cell membranes has also been shown for other
members of the family Iridoviridae (Gendrault et al.,
1981; Braunwald et al., 1985). Following uncoating,
DNA cores are translocated to the nuclear membrane
is of an Amphibian Iridovirus Isolated from Chinese Giant Salamander
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Fig. 4. Mature GSIV 12e24 hpi. (a) Paracrystalline array of non-enveloped virus particles and budding at the plasma membrane. Bar,
1 mm. (b) Two viromatrix areas in the same cell. Bar, 1 mm. (c) High magnification of the region indicated in (b). Bar, 200 nm. (d)
Budding from the plasma membrane. Bar, 200 nm.
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where they are likely imported into the nucleus via
host-encoded nuclear transport mechanisms. Based
on the observed frequency of budding, this mechanism
seems to be the predominant means by which GSIV
exits the cell, at least in the present culture conditions
using the EPC cell line.

Cytopathic effect of EPC cells was detected by light
microscopy only at 48 hpi, although progeny virus
was detected at 12 hpi. This finding highlights the
fact that virus infection can be detected readily by
electron microscopy early in the course of infection,
before cytopathic effect becomes visible. This observa-
tion also indicates that cytopathic effect appeared
only after extensive damage to the host cells by the vi-
rus. Virus exiting through the plasma membrane and
associated membrane pinching likely contributes
most of the damage, as has been shown for alphavirus
(Glasgow et al., 1998). Both the growth curve and the
morphology of GSIV were similar to those described
previously for other iridoviruses from fish and am-
phibians (Granzow et al., 1997; Watson et al., 1998;
Zhang et al., 1999; Hyatt et al., 2000; Qin et al., 2001).
Please cite this article in press as: Ma J, et al., Ultrastructural Morphogenes
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The family Iridoviridae comprises five genera:
Iridovirus, Chloriridovirus, Ranavirus (frog virus [FV]
3 and related agents), Lymphocystivirus (lymphocys-
tis disease virus, LDV) and Megalocytivirus. Iridovi-
ruses are well-known pathogens of amphibians, fish
and insects (King et al., 2011). There are few
studies of the infection cycle of iridoviruses
(Granzow et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 1999; Qin
et al., 2001). Most knowledge of iridovirus
replication is based on studies of FV3 from the
genus Ranavirus (Chinchar, 2002). A comparison
of the morphogenesis of GSIV to other iridoviruses
shows some shared characteristics, such as the sym-
metrical shape of the virions, replication cycles
involving both nuclear and cytoplasmic phases,
budding release from cellular membrane and para-
crystalline aggregate formation in cytoplasm. The
aquatic animal iridoviruses have been found world-
wide, including China, Australia, USA, Venezuela,
France, Germany, England, Finland, Japan and
Thailand (King et al., 2011). Many iridoviruses
had been identified as associated with lethal disease
is of an Amphibian Iridovirus Isolated from Chinese Giant Salamander
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Fig. 5. Types of cell damage at 24e48 hpi. (a)Karyolysis withmost virions remaining cell-associated. Virions were only released following
lysis of infected cells. Bar, 2 mm. (b) Cell lysis. Bar, 1 mm. (c) Swollen and empty mitochondria (arrows). Bar, 500 nm. (d)
Membrane-enclosed aggregates of virus particles with cell debris after cell lysis. Bar, 200 nm.
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of aquaculture animals (Moody and Owens, 1994;
Ahne et al., 1997). The addition of a new iridovirus
isolated from the CGS provides more chance to
understand the epizootiology of these viruses. Future
studies will focus on the development of molecular
methods to compare GSIV with other amphibian
and fish iridoviruses.

Better understanding the morphogenesis of GSIV
will not only help in identification and classification
of the viral pathogen, but will also facilitate the devel-
opment of rapid diagnostic techniques and effective
vaccines for the control of this viral disease in aqua-
culture. Although the EPC cell line is highly permis-
sive to GSIV with high-yield virus production, there
remains a requirement to establish a permissive
CGS cell line.
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